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DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 
George Smith, Director 
FAIR EMPLOYMENT PRACTICE COMMISSION 
Pier Gherini, Chairman 
DIVISION OF FAIR EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES 
Paul A. Meaney, Chief 
. . . THIS WORK of bringing more and more of our minority work-
ers into the labor force is important. California is concerned about 
human relations-our administration is actively concerned about human 
relations. There is no doubt that many of our citizens in the minority 
communities have legitimate grievances. It it imperative that we correct 
the inequities, that we remove the unnatural barriers and obstacles, that 
we guarantee the rights of all. These things must be done. 
And, if there is any honest answer to truly fair employment practices 
the answer will come from the hearts of men, and the creative genius 
of their minds; having the good-wiU to want to solve the problem, and 
having the good sense to come up with .1wnest solutions which instill 
self-respect as well as sound business practices. 
Beverly Hills 
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November 30, 1972 
To The Honorable Ronald Reagan 
Governor ot California 
Sir: 
Pursuant to provisions ot Section 1419(j) ot 
the Labor Code ot California, a report ot the 
California Pair Employment Practice Commission 
and the Division ot Pair Employment Practices 
in the Department ot Industrial Relations is 
herewith submitted. This report covers two 
periods, July 1, 1969, through June 30, 1970, 
and July 1, 1970, through June 30, 1971. 
Respeottully, 
£~ 
P1.er Gber1. ~ Cbai....., 
Pair Empl~~nt Practice 
Commission 
PAUL A.. MEANh 
,...,,_ Ofhw 
INTRODUCTION 
Although the past decade has brought many promising signs that 
equal opportunity can become a reality for all Californians, the need 
for the California Fair Employment Practice Commission to resolve 
individual complaints of discrimination continued to rise. While the 
year-by-year growth in the number of complaints filed with the Com-
mission may well indicate a greater public knowledge of the laws rather 
than an actual increase in discriminatory practices, in the two-year 
period covered by this report there were nearly 5,000 active employ-
ment cases and over 1,300 housing complaints being processed. 
While Commissioners and staff did not lessen their activities in the 
resolution of complaints, more and more emphasis was given to large-
scale affirmative approaches geared toward attacking deeply en-
trenched patterns of discrimination. 
This period also brought the need for acquiring greater knowledge 
and experience in the field of job equality for women workers and im-
proved techniques for processing all types of job complaints in order to 
maintain high standards in carrying out the Commission's additional 
responsibilities. 
Special Events 
Governor Ronald Reagan was the keynote speaker at the lOth anni-
versary celebration of the Fair Employment Practice Commission held 
in Beverly Hills during the September 1969 meeting of the Commission. 
Over 800 representatives of business, government and civil rights groups 
attended the anniversary luncheon at which the Governor, in discussing 
affirmative action, commended FEPC and employers throughout Cali-
fornia for the "solid record of achievement" and "progress of the past 
10 years". The governor told of increasing opportunities for qualified 
minority workers, particularly in technical capacities, in supervision, and 
in middle management. 
The upsurge in company-sponsored training programs for minority 
workers with few job skills was also cited by the speaker. 
Pier Gherini of Santa Barbara, Commission chairman, introduced the 
Governor and his fellow commissioners as well as other dignitaries, and 
presented a brief review of FEPC accomplishments since its 1959 in-
ception. Another highlight of the event was announcement of the re-
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appointment of C. L. Dellums to his third term with the Commission 
he was instrumental in creating. 
Affirmative action programs of two major employers were the subject 
of presentations when the Commission held its April 1970 meeting in 
Benicia, former state capital. The Commission was told how early liaison 
between FEPC and Humble Oil Co. was of significance in achieving an 
ethnically balanced work force at the firm's new refinery in Benicia. 
Meeting participants also heard from a Bank of America representative, 
who outlined procedures followed by the Bank's management to in-
crease the minority proportion of its personnel from 11 percent in 1964 
to 20 percent in 1970. 
The Benicia meeting was part of the Commission 's continuing policy 
of conducting some of its meetings outside of the San Francisco and 
Los Angeles metropolitan areas. Another such meeting was held in 
May 1970 in San Diego where spokesmen for more than 20 different 
groups appeared before the Commission to discuss local problems of 
employment and housing. 
In December 1970, 150 representatives of several groups within the 
Chinese community of San Francisco met with the Commission to direct 
attention to discrimination and other current difficulties encountered by 
members of this group. The 30 speakers discussed kinds of discrimina-
tion faced by these residents, historical background for such bias, types 
of employment from which they are excluded, language and cultural 
barriers, and related subjects. In the months following this session, 
FEPC staff held a series of meetings with key people of the community 
to resolve those problems within Commission jurisdiction. 
Advisory Groups 
Principal thrust of the Technical Advisory Committee on Testing dur-
ing this period centered on the impact of the March 1971 United States 
Supreme Court decision in the Griggs vs. Duke Potcer Company case. 
The ruling, which has the force of law, prohibits selection processes that 
tend to disproportionately exclude minority workers and which cannot 
be proved to relate to job performance. The Court said that good 
intent does not redeem testing mechanisms that operate to screen out 
certain groups of employees or applicants and are not connected with 
measuring the capability for a job. 
The decision resulted from a suit brought by a group of black workers 
at Duke's Dan River, N.C. , steam station, who charged that intelligence 
tests and educational requirements not relevant to the work involved 
were eliminating them from higher-paying jobs. They alleged that be-
cause their inferior education prevented them from meeting those 
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particular requirements, the selection practices were discriminatory. The 
suit had been dismissed earlier by both a federal district and an appeals 
court. 
Implications of the landmark ruling on tests were discussed in San 
Francisco at an April 1971 meeting sponsored jointly by TACT and by 
the Federated Employers of the Bay Area. Dr. William H. Enneis, staff 
psychologist with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission in 
Washington, was the key speaker and headed a panel of testing and 
minority specialists. Discussion points included validation studies, rele-
vance of the ruling to discrimination based on sex, civil service testing 
and guidelines issued by the Office of Federal Contract Compliance. 
An April 1970 seminar sponsored by TACT, also in San Francisco, 
focused on current and future trends in equal employment opportunity 
programs. Keyed toward acquainting employers with the best methods 
of assuring fair treatment for minority workers, the conference featured 
a panel of speakers from government and private industry. 
Another project of the testing group was a survey of local govern-
ment j urisdictions in California to determine their test evaluation pro-
cedures. Begun in early 1971, the study was based on a questionnaire 
sent to 554 jurisdictions, including larger cities and counties, major 
school districts, and a wide sampling of other local agencies such as 
irrigation and water districts, and sanitation and fire protection districts. 
Additionally, a special studies sub-committee of TACT members in 
Southern California developed a model system covering all aspects of 
the employment process. A 23-page report on this undertaking, designed 
for managers who can influence the process from within their organiza-
tions and for FEPC personnel, was published and distributed in October 
1970. 
Among major activities of the Women's Advisory Council to FEPC 
was recommendation that the legislature amend the FEP Act to include 
prohibition of discrimination in employment because of sex, and strong 
support of that measure when it was introduced. Additionally, the group 
offered assistance in disseminating FEPC recommendations to employers 
about job applicants' arrest records, and urged that display of the FEPC 
fair housing poster be made mandatory, as posting of the fair employ-
ment poster is. 
The Commission's two other citizens' organizations-the Advisory 
Council on Californians of Spanish Surname and the Housing Advisory 
Committee-continued their liaison work with communities and industry 
to promote public knowledge and acceptance of equal opportunity goals. 
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Legislation 
Four amendments to the Fair Employment Practice Act passed by 
the State Legislature became effective in late 1969. One made it un-
lawful for an employer to refuse to select a person for a training pro-
gram leading to employment, or to bar or discharge persons from such 
a training program, because of race, relig~ous creed, color, national origin 
or ancestry. A second bill eliminated the exclusion of certain agricultural 
workers and employers from provisions of the law and brought within 
its scope farm employers and farm workers who live on the land where 
they are employed. 
A third change required the Division of Fair Employment Practices 
to maintain liaison with city and county human relations commissions 
and to provide any nonconfidential information to such groups on re-
quest. 
The fourth 1969 measure amended a section of the law to read 
that the Commission may order employers engaged in unlawful em-
ployment practices to take "action" rather than "affirmative action", 
thus making a distinction between that section and a previous amend-
ment which explicitly authorized the Commission to engage in "affirma-
tive actions" with employers. 
The only legislative change in 1970 was the major one of adding the 
prohibition of discrimination based on sex to relevant portions of the 
fair employment law. In May 1971 the Legislature, in connection with 
the Griggs vs Duke Power decision of the United States Supreme Court, 
passed a resolution directing FEPC to adopt rules and regulations in 
order to provide for the policy criteria pursuant to· the purpose and 
intent of the Court ruling. 
Principal changes in the Fair Employment Practice Act recommended 
by the Commission during this period were that the Commission be 
given authority to initiate investigations into unlawful employment 
practices; that the Commission be given additional authority and en-
forcement power under Section 1421; that a11 non-profit organizations, 
except bona fide religious organizations, be covered by law, and that 
major contractors with the state be required to carry out affirmative 
action programs approved and certified by FEPC. 
Sex Discrimination 
In November 1970 the fair employment law became applicable to 
discrimination because of sex. The additional prohibition was in an 
amendment passed by the Legislature as Assembly Bi11 22 written by 
Assemblyman Charles Warren of Los Angeles. It added the word "sex" 
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to Sections 14ll, 1412, 1419 and 1420 of the California Labor Code, 
which contains the FEP Act. 
Provisions added to Section 1432 at that time specify that neither the 
State's protective laws nor the operation of retirement, pension, em-
ployee benefit or insurance plans are affected by the amendment. How-
ever, in June 1971, a federal court decision eliminated the protective 
laws limiting women's working hours and the amount of weight they 
could be required to lift. Additionally, a State Supreme Court decision 
ruled unconstitutional the long-standing California prohibition against 
hiring female bartenders. 
By enactment of the amendment, which had failed to pass in previous 
legislative sessions, California joined 21 other states and the District of 
Columbia in outlawing job discrimination because of sex. Although the 
Civil Rights Act of 1964 in its Title VII had such jurisdiction, it did not 
until some time later have strong enforcement power or cover as many 
employees as did FEPC in some respects. 
Governor Reagan, in signing the measure, said "A nation that prides 
itself on providing equal opportunities to all certainly cannot afford to 
ignore or prevent the contributions to our society made by women." 
During the first six months of administering the new provision, 261 
complaints of discrimination on the basis of sex were filed in the five 
FEP offices throughout the state. Although no additional funds were 
appropriated to absorb the new type of complaints, by re-allocating 
personnel and improving case-handling procedures, Commissioners and 
staff were able to handle the increased case load adequately. 
While most of the new category of complainants were female, about 
one in 10 cases involved a male not hired because an employer felt 
certain positions were "unprofessional" for men or paid only a women's 
wage. Women filed complaints because they sought jobs. as cab drivers, 
engineering assistants, life guards, radio announcers or in other fields 
from which they had been traditionally excluded. Many cases also dealt 
with salaries or titles not commensurate with those given men having 
the same duties; denial of promotions, supervisorial opportunities and 
other steps up the career ladder, as well as lack of advancement in 
educational fields and government positions. 
Seniority rights and maternity leave provisions also led to com-
plaints filed against diverse types of employers: retail stores, schools 
and colleges, service industries, state and local governments, transpor-
tation and research firms and small and large manufacturers. 
Both men and women filed complaints regarding shift assignments 
that created inequities. Loss of wages on this account led to the first 
sex-based complaint that was scheduled for public hearing. Conciliated 
satisfactorily before the hearing date, the case involved allegations of a 
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woman gas station attendant on night shift duty. Her transfer to the 
day shift and subsequent denial of a promotion caused her dissatisfac-
tion. Monetary compensation from the oil company for wages lost be-
cause of the transfer resolved the complaint. 
During its initial half-year of processing sex-based complaints, the 
Commission followed, for the most part, guidelines set up for the Fed-
eral law, and as a general rule, accepted each case on its merit when 
jurisdictional issues were involved. 
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PUBLIC HEARINGS 
This two-year period brought a decided increase in public hearings 
on both employment and housing cases, with a total of 26, in com-
parison to 18 held in all previous years. In addition, many cases 
scheduled for the hearing process were settled after an accusation was 
issued by a Commissioner. 
Seventeen employment cases were resolved by public hearing; how-
ever, in two instances a single hearing covered more than one com-
plaint against the same respondent. Similarly, a single public hearing 
served to resolve two separate but similar housing complaints against 
an Oakland landlord. 
For the first time, FEPC held a public hearing on a case of alleged 
discrimination because of religious grounds. The hearing panel dis-
missed the case ~f Daniel Nasman, however, finding that the refusal 
of Poway Unified School District in San Diego County to place him in 
a counselor position was not because of his actual or assumed religious 
belief. 
Also dismissed was an accusation of discrimination against the San 
Francisco Civil Service Commission involving five employees of the 
city's health department who were among competitors for higher-paying 
jobs as food and environmental health inspectors. Complainants were 
William Wong, Chang D. Koo, Wilbur K. Lee and Donald Chan, all of 
Chinese ancestry, and George Kusaba, who is of Japanese ancestry. The 
FEPC commissioners' panel, in dismissing the complaints after a two-
day public hearing, decided that it was not shown "by a preponderance 
of evidence" that the five were denied positions "solely because of their 
ancestry". 
In three of the four employment cases decided in favor of the com-
plainant, he or she was awarded payment for loss of wages in addition 
to job reinstatement: Johnnie Lee Biggers against REA Express; Willie 
E. Tinsley against the City of Santa Ana Department of Parks and 
Recreation; and Mrs. Fannie Mae Kogo against Casa Blanca Convales-
ent Homes of San Diego. In the case of Karen Robinson's complaint that 
the Los Angeles County Department of Public Social Services, had dis-
criminated against her and subsequently discharged her, the hearing 
panel ordered her reinstated in her job. 
Other cases that resulted in public hearings were those of Wayne 
Pulliam, who alleged racial discrimination by the California Youth 
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Authority and the Nelles School for Boys in Whittier; Elmer Marshall, 
who charged that, because of his race, Douglas Oil Co. had treated him 
unfairly; Ms. Willie Sanders, whose complaint of racial bias against 
Southern California Gas Co. involved lost wages; and Ms. Elluna Jami-
son, whose complaint alleged that her discharge by the J. C. Penney 
Company was racially discriminatory. Evidence at the hearings did not 
support any of these charges and all were dismissed. 
Also dismissed were the complaints of three black wrestlers, that the 
Hollywood Wrestling Office had failed to refer them to promoters on 
equal basis with white wrestlers. According to the FEPC decision, "it 
was not established that respondent engaged in unlawful practices" 
against Russian Arman, Samuel W. Lewis, Jr., and Lex Byrd. 
All Commission decisions in public hearing cases are subject to ap-
peal through the courts, as was significantly illustrated in the case of 
Joe Harris of Los Angeles, a Negro heavy equimpment operator, whose 
long fight to be hired for the job of business agent with the AFL-CIO 
Operating Engineers Local12 in Los Angeles finally reached the United 
States Supreme Court in 1970. The Court decision in his favor was the 
final step in a series of legal actions brought by Local 12 in ap-
pealing the FEPC decision after a public hearing in 1967. Harris' com-
plaint that he was denied the job because of his race was filed with 
FEPC in 1964. 
In all of the public hearings held on housing discrimination cases in 
this period, the accusation of unlawful practices because of race was 
upheld and in most cases the complainant was awarded damages be-
cause the accommodation in question was no longer available. In the 
majority of such cases, the maximum amount of $500 was assessed. 
In one instance where a single hearing covered the separate com-
plaints of Dr. Tipkins Hood and Richard Kiers against Oakland land-
lord K. P. Rosenwald, the latter was ordered to make available an 
apartment to Dr. Hood and to pay Mr. Kiers $500 in lieu of an ac-
commodation. Both complainants had paid a substantial deposit to a 
realty firm representing Rosenwald, but were denied rental. 
In the case of Victoria Collins, who had been refused rental of an 
Oakland apartment, the owner, Roy Donovan, complied with an FEPC 
order to rent to her. Similarly, Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Bidgood rented 
a two-bedroom El Cerrito apartment to John Broadnax in compliance 
with an FEPC ruling. The complaint of Captain Robert Cocroft against 
the owner and manager of Crescent Manor Apartments in Marina was 
settled at the start of a public hearing through a mutually satisfactory 
financial settlement. 
Public hearing cases in which maximum damages were assessed were: 
Ronald Coleman against Skyline Realty Co. and Roberto Serna of San 
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Francisco; Charles Gravett against Stanko (Stanley) Svorinich, San 
Pedro apartment owner; Shirley Peters against Harry Taubman and 
Harry Jacob, owners of an Inglewood apartment building; Barbara J. 
Corley against Gerald McGowan of San Francisco; Sharon-Joyce Cowan 
against Mr. and Mrs. William Sovel of Alameda; Carolyn Collins Jack-
son against the South Shore Realty Co. of Alameda and Mr. and Mrs. 
Albert Cunial, owners; Paul Winters against Mr. and Mrs. Vincent 
Maisano of San Diego; and Ralph Shackleford against Ralph Bwy, 
owner, and Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Cornell, managers, of an apartment in 
San Diego. 
Damages were also awarded in the cases of Cheryl Gladden against 
John Poteet, ovo.'Iler of a house in Los Angeles; Susanne Diallo against 
Agatha Dafnos, Los Angeles apartment owner, and Arthur Hicks 
against the owner and manager of a Los Angeles apartment building. 
The FEPC decision on Hicks' complaint, however, was later reversed 
in Superior Court after an appeal by the respondents. 
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INFORMATION AND EDUCATION 
Complementary to the Commission's responsibility for eliminating 
discrimination through compliance activity are its obligations to in-
crease public understanding of its powers, limitations and scope. This 
is mainly accomplished through a comprehensive information-education 
program which includes publications, news releases, audio-visual dis-
plays, reports, radio and television spots, and other methods of reaching 
the public. A speaker service, which provides both commissioners and 
staff members for appearances before groups throughout the state, is 
another effective tool in the program, as is material in an extensive 
reference library on civil rights and related fields. 
Emphasis is also placed on reaching minority young people, their 
parents and counselors, to inform them of the importance of adequate 
training and education in preparing for worthwhile careers. In carrying 
out this program, FEPC has produced a series of career motivation 
booklets widely distributed throughout the state. 
During this period, special projects included informing many different 
groups about the sex discrimination amendment; issuing new posters 
and other material for this purpose; informing newspapers publishers 
and employment agencies about specific points of the law affecting 
their operations, and compiling reference material on women in the 
workforce. 
Among publications produced in this period were: 
Discrimination in Employment is Prohibited by Law. ll"xl6" poster 
revised to include "sex". Available in English, Spanish, and, for the 
first time, in Chinese, it lists key provisions of the FEP Act, legal 
remedies and location of FEPC offices and is to be posted on employee 
bulletin boards in hiring offices, employment agencies and union halls. 
You Have The Right. Chinese-English version of illustrated leaflet 
that explains briefly California's prohibitions against job discrimination 
based on race, color, religion, national origin, ancestry or sex. Produced 
also in Spanish-English edition, Usted Tieno el Direcho. 
Irv Jackson: Sixth in series of career-motivation booklets, this four-
page folder of 12 photographs tells the story of a young San Franciscan 
who began training for a radio-television career while still in high 
school. Others in the series designed to show students how young Cali-
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fornians have completed training and qualified for good jobs, are Earl 
Wilson, Bob Ramirez, California's Negro Citizens and the Work They 
Do, and Orono-Garcia. 
Fair Employment Practice Act, Rules and Regulations, Guide to Pre-
Employment Inquiries: Most recent revision of brochure containing text 
of law and Commission directives, with current legislative changes. 
Guidelines on Sex Discrimination in Employment: Basic criteria to aid 
employers in complying with 1970 FEP Act amendment. 
Human Relations Directory: 1970 listing of official city and county 
human relations commissions in California. 
Laws Covering Sex Discrimination in Employment: One-sheet sum-
mation of Federal and State legislation on this subject, covering re-
quirements, exemptions and enforcement powers of relevant agencies. 
Chinese in San Francisco-1970: 47-page report on employment prob-
lems of the community as presented in testimony before the California 
Fair Employment Practice Commission meeting in December 1970. 
FEPC Report, July 1, 1967-June 30, 1968: 31-page summary of Com-
mission activities during the fiscal year, with statistical data about major 
areas of interest. 
FEPC Newsletter: Four-page newsletter distributed periodically to 
8,000 individuals and organizations. 
Also produced and distributed were several reports on affirmative 
action and Section 1421 investigations, including the following: 
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San Fernando Valley State College 
Anaheim Union High School District 
Los Rios Junior College District 
Fred C. Nelles School for Boys 
County of San Bernardino 
City of Fullerton 
Metals Resources, Inc. 




Although the number of individual employment cases filed has been 
steadily increasing since 1968, with a 38 percent rise that fiscal year, 
and 20 percent the following year, an even sharper increase occurred 
in this two-year period. The second half of the period brought a 50 
percent increase in cases, and only one-third of the 678-case increase 
could be attributed to the addition of sex-based complaints. The total 
intake figure for the year 1970-71 was 2021, more than 2~ times the 
comparable figure of 746 for fiscal 1967. The number of active cases in 
the new period-2103 in 1970, and 2873 in the year ending June 30, 
1971-is equally noteworthy in comparison with 1967, when there were 
only 1216 cases under investigation. 
Table 1 
SUMMARY OF INDIVIDUAL EMPLOYMENT CASES 
FILED, CLOSED, AND IN PROCESS 
Fiscal year Active in 
July 1-June 30 Filed Closed period 
197Q-71 ... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,021 1,819 2,873 
1969-700 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,343 1,251 2,103 
1968-69 .. 0 .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,240 1,065 1,825 
September 1 8, 1959-June 30, 1971 
Individual cases Filed 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 . o o 0 o 0 0 0 o • o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 _ 0 0 0 0 0 _ 0 0 _ • 
Individual cases closed o 0 0 0 . 0 o o o o o 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 o 0 0 o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 . 








Total number of individual job complaints filed between September 
18, 1959, and June 30, 1971, was 11,324, of which 10,270 had been 
closed, leaving 1054 at some stage of the investigation-conciliation 
process. 
Although race continued to be the most frequently charged basis of 
employment discrimination, the 1970-71 percentage of 63 was not as 
high as in previous years. In 1971 there were 46 complaints involving 
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Table 2 
EMPLOYMENT CASES OPENED: 
AUEGED BASIS OF DISCRIMINATION 
IN INDIVIDUAL COMPLAINTS 
1969-70 cases 197Q-71 cases 
Alleged basis of discrimination Number Percent Number Percent 
--
Race or color ............. . .. 1,026 76 1,276 63 
Negro .. . ... . . . ..... . . . . . 953 71 1,205 60 
Asian ...... .. . . .... . ..... 39 3 24 1 
Other non-white . ... . . . . . . . 8 • 8 • 
Caucasian ... . . . ... ...... .. 26 2 39 2 
National origin or ancestry .... 274 20 419 21 
Spanish surname . .... . .. .. . 238 18 385 19 
American Indian . ... . . . . . .. 5 . 14 1 
Other ......... . ... . . ..... 31 2 20 1 
Creed .... . ........ .. .. ..... 34 3 36 2 
Jewish ........ . .. . ... . . .. 21 2 22 1 
Protestant, Catholic and others 13 1 14 1 
Sex• .......... ............. .. . . 244 12 
Other b • • ••••••••••••. . • .••. 9 1 46 2 
Total. ........... . ...... 1,343 100 2,021 100 
• Employment discrimination on the basis of Sell was not prohibited until November 1970. 
• Includes opposition to discrimination, association with penons of another ethnic group, etc. 
• Leu than lf.z of I percent. 
Table 3 
EMPLOYMENT CASES OPENED: 
ALLEGED DISCRIMINATORY ACT 
1969-70 cases 1 97Q-71 cases 
Ad 
Refusal to hire ............ . . . 
Dismissal from employment . .. . 
Refusal to upgrade ... ..... .. . 
Unequal work conditions ... . . . 
Employment agency or business 
school referral withheld ..... 
Union membership withheld 
and other union discrimina-
tion ............. ... ..... . 
Other• ....... . .. . .. .. .. . .. . 




























• May include failure to registrr in a vocational school, reprisal, withholding job reference, failure 
to pass in oral examination, etc. 
• Less than lf.z of 1 percent. 
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"opposition to discrimination, association with persons of another ethnic 
group" and similar causes. The 244 cases charging job discrimination 
based on sex in the last seven months of the period also affected the 
percentage picture. 
As in earlier years most complainants were of Negro or Spanish-sur-
name designation. While the number of Caucasian persons alleging dis-
crimination increased somewhat, the overall percentage picture did not 
change perceptibly. 
Continuing a trend first apparent in 1965, the proportion of com-
plaints about dismissal from employment far exceeded that of refusal 
to hire. Well over half the present cases were based on the former al-
legation, whereas in the early years of the law's enforcement, "refusal 
to hire" was the act most often mentioned, and "dismissal" accounted 
for only one-fourth of the cases. 
Table 4 
EMPLOYMENT CASES CLOSED: 
TYPE OF DISPOSITION 




Type of disposition Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
Complaint withdrawn .... ...... 42 4 108 6 •963 •9 
No jurisdidion ...... . ... .... 12 1 30 1 .. 
No discrimination found ... .... 904 72 1,256 69 6,842 67 
Satisfactory adjustment . .. . .... 287 23 414 23 2,439 24 
Closed through public hearing b. 6 . 11 1 26 
--- --- --- --- ---
Total. ........... . . ... 1,251 100 1,819 100 10,270 100 
• Includes eases closed for lack of jurisdiction. 
• In 1969-70, there were two public hearings held, one of which covered five similar complaints; 
in 1970-71, there were 8, with one covering three complaints. In 1967-68, one hearing eov• 
ered two complaints. 
• Leu than lf.z of 1 percent. 
Out of 1251 cases closed in 1969-70, the Commission resolved 287 
through an adjustment satisfactory to the complainant, while six were 
settled by the public hearing process (see page 11). No discrimination 
was found in 904 cases. In the following year, 414 cases were satis-
factorily adjusted, 11 went to public hearing, and 1256 were closed be-
cause no evidence, or insufficient evidence, of discrimination was found. 
In both years, there was a smaller percentage of cases in the "complaint 
withdrawn" or "no jurisdiction" categories than in the previous 10 years. 
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Table 5 
EMPLOYMENT CASES OPENED AND 
NUMBER CLOSED BY CORRECTIVE ACTION: 
TYPE OF RESPONDENT 
1969-70 cases 197Q-71 cases 
Closed by Closed by 
corrective corrective 
Type of respondent Opened action Opened action 
Private employer .. . . .... . .... 1,175 245 1,663 365 
Manufacturing ........ . .... 521 107 620 161 
Transportation, communication 
and other public utilities .. 174 41 288 49 
Construction ............... 25 7 34 5 
Wholesale and retail trade ... 153 9 201 55 
Hotels and restaurants ... 9 4 100 12 
finance and insurance ....... 85 12 127 37 
Business services ..... . .. . .. 169 33 269 45 
Other (agriculture) ..... . ... 39 32 24 1 
Public employer . ............ 130 34 298 40 
County ................... 31 6 52 13 
State ........ . ............ 15 6 59 6 
City ...................... 17 5 76 7 
Schools ..... . ............. 44 10 58 6 
Public hospitals ............ 10 7 37 8 
Employment agency ........ 13 . . 16 
Private employment agency .... 14 2 10 
Labor organization ........... 24 6 50 9 
Total. .... . . ............ 1,343 287 2,021 414 
Private employers were involved in an average of 85 percent of the 
total cases filed ( 3364) and closed by corrective action ( 701) in the 
two-year period. The largest single category within that group was 
manufacturing. Public employers represented about 12 percent, and 
labor organizations, 2 percent. 
Reflecting Southern California's increased population, a growing per-
centage of total complaints was filed in the Los Angeles office. More 
than 50 percent were lodged there, about 30 percent in San Francisco, 
and the rest in the three branch offices. All cases are under jurisdiction 
of the two metropolitan area offices. 
A shift in the kind of workers who lodge complaints with FEPC was 
evident in tabulating occupational groups. For the first time, profes-






Persons involved in operative and clerical occupations lodged the largest 
number of complaints, as in former years, and the number filed by those 
in service jobs ranked fourth. In previous years, jobs falling in either 
service or craft categories represented the third highest total. Although 
in fiscal 1971 the increased number of professional/technical workers' 
Table 6 
EMPLOYMENT CASES OPENED AND 
NUMBER CLOSED BY CORRECTIVE ACTION: 
OFFICE WHERE COMPLAINT WAS FILED 
1969-70 cases 197Q-71 cases 
Closed by Closed by 
corrective corrective 
Opened action Opened action 
Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per-
Office location ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
--
San Francisco ........ 322 24 105 37 720 36 139 34 
Sacramento .. . .. ... .. 144 11 21 7 83 4 31 7 
Los Angeles . . ...... 740 55 121 42 1,010 50 198 48 
San Diego .......... 79 6 20 7 137 7 40 10 
Fresno ........ . . . .. 58 4 20 7 71 3 6 1 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Total .......... - 1,343 100 287 100 2,021 100 414 100 
Table 7 
EMPLOYMENT CASES OPENED AND 
NUMBER CLOSED BY CORRECTIVE ACTION: 
TYPE OF OCCUPATION 
1969-70 cases 197Q-71 cases 
Closed by Closed by 
corrective corrective 
Type of occupation Opened action Opened action 
Clerical .......... ... . ....... 270 34 495 102 
Crafts ...... . . .. . .. ......... 182 41 87 11 
Laborers . . ..... . . .... . ...... 77 36 282 48 
Managers and foremen ... . .... 20 3 77 12 
Operatives ....... . ..... .. .. . 376 86 418 131 
Professional and technical ...... 205 42 294 40 
Sales .. . ... . ..... . .. . .. . .... 44 15 86 36 
Services ..... . ..... . . . . . . . . . 169 30 282 34 
Tota l. ... . . . ........... . 1,343 287 2,021 414 
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cases can be attributed somewhat to the addition of sex-based com-
plaints, this category was also sizeable in fiscal 1970. 
In more than half the cases satisfactorily closed, the employer agreed 
that he would immediately hire, upgrade, rehire or reinstate the com-
plainant. Correction of unequal work conditions and a commitment to 
hire, rehire, etc. accounted for another 21 percent. Additionally, in all 
cases, the employer's employment practices were improved, although 
this is shown as a principal action in only a small number of cases. In 
about 8 percent of the cases, the employer agreed to granting back pay, 
a slightly higher figure than shown in the first 10-year period. 
Employment Case Summaries 
A canning company employee complained that because of their 
ancestry he and other Mexican American workers received differential 
treatment and were denied opportunity for advancement. After nine 
years' employment, mostly as a laborer, he had applied and been ac-
cepted for a job as fork lift operator. However, when he received un-
favorable evaluations, he was taken off the job and demoted. In his 
complaint to FEPC he contended he wasn't given proper training for 
Table 8 
EMPLOYMENT CASES CLOSED BY 
CORRECTIVE ACTION: 
TYPIE OF ACTION TAKEN 
1969- 70 cases 197Q-71 cases 
Type of corrective action Number Percent Number Percent 
Offer of immediate hire, upgrad ing, re-
hire, or reinstatement. . . . . . . . .. . ... 
Commitment to hi re, rehire, reinstate or 
148 52 227 55 
upgrade lor the next opening . . ... . . .. 25 9 33 8 
Working conditions corrected . . ... . . . . . 38 13 51 12 
Back pay granted. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 22 8 33 8 
Fair employment policy promu lgated or 
strengthened • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 23 8 42 10 
Labor un ion practices corrected . . . . .. ... 3 1 3 1 
Employment agency referral agreed to . . . 1 b 1 b 
Other •. .. . . . . . . ... . .... . . .. . ..... 27 9 24 6 
---
Total. ... . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . 287 100 414 100 
NOTE: These figures reRect the principal type of corrective action taken in each case. In many 
cases more than one type of action is agreed to, and in about 75 percent this includes 
promulgation of fair employment practice order. 
• Includes ceasing unlawful pre·employment practices, etc. 
b Less than V2 of 1 percent. 
c Offer of hire or promotion to person other than complainant, commitment to consider hiring or 
promoting at first opportunity, recruibncnl sources broadened. 
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the new work, while· an Anglo with less seniority did receive adequate 
instruction. Investigation by an FEPC consultant revealed that in this 
company, Anglos were able to advance to higher jobs despite lower 
seniority. Those Mexican American workers who did move up en-
countered more obstacles in doing so, although about half of the 900-
1100 peak-season workforce are of that group. After a conciliation con-
ference with representatives of the firm, the complainant was placed 
in a better job at which he was successful. Additionally, the firm im-
proved its overall policies in regard to minority group personnel. 
Racial jokes by co-workers which lower level company supervisors 
failed to consider improper led an aircraft design draftsman to com-
plain to FEPC. When the consultant met with three staff members, they 
confirmed the allegations but felt there were mitigating circumstances. 
Within the draftsman's work group it was regarded as normal to needle 
other members in a humorous fashion, even though in this case some of 
the teasing was, in fact, racial. The complainant was particularly sensi-
tive at the time because he was undergoing harassment as head of the 
only black family in his suburban neighborhood. As a result of the com-
plaint and FEPC efforts, higher management was informed of the situa-
tion and immediately took corrective action: employees in the section 
were instructed to stop such practices or face termination. Sub-
sequently the company transferred the complainant, at his request, to 
another city and paid his moving costs. 
A young woman lawyer in her complaint to FEPC, charging dis-
crimination on the grounds of sex, alleged that although she had ap-
plied several times for a position in the office of the district attorney 
where she lived, each time a male applicant was selected instead. Fur-
thermore, no woman lawyer had ever been appointed as a deputy in 
that office. The matter was conciliated within a few weeks after the 
complaint was filed. Although the woman herself was not hired, the 
district attorney appointed the county's first female deputy. When the 
FEPC consultant discussed that appointment with the complainant, she 
expressed her gratification and said that she was more than satisfied 
with the hiring of a woman deputy district attorney. 
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BROAD COMPLIANCE AND 
COOPERATIVE PROGRAMS 
I. SECTION 1421 INVESTIGATIONS 
Early in the administration of the Fair Employment Practice Act, the 
Commission recognized the importance of a broader attack on job dis-
crimination than was provided through the resolution of individual 
complaints. Although the individual case approach continues as an in-
dispensable and effective phase of FEPC responsibility, each year more 
time and effort have been put into compliance activity geared toward 
more far-reaching results. This type of compliance operation falls into 
two categories: investigations under Section 1421 of the FEP Act, and 
affirmative action programs. 
The former refers to authorization for the Commission to undertake 
an investigation when it appears probable that the FEP Act has been 
violated, even though no individual complainant has come forward. 
The commission can seek correction of such a violation only through 
conciliation endeavors, not through a public hearing or enforcement if 
conciliation is not accomplished. However, in the event that an unlawful 
employment practice is not eliminated by conciliation, the commission 
may refer the matter to the state attorney general for such action as he 
deems appropriate. 
Investigations under Section 1421 have totalled 171 since 1959, with 
seven begun during this period. The total completed since 1959 is 154, 
with 21 of them closed in this period, leaving 17 still in process. 
Typical of such investigation was that dealing with the municipal 
government of a Southern California city, whose population of about 
385,000 included some 40,300 minority group citizens. In surveying the 
4,587-person work force of the city, FEPC found that while over 17 
percent were of minority background, only 8.9 percent held supervisory 
positions. Women employees accounted for just II.6 of the supervisory 
personnel and half of the women were in clerical jobs only. Poor dis-
tribution of minority workers throughout the city's 33 departments was 
also disclosed in the investigation, since only two departments-public 
service and parks-employed half of all black workers. The pattern of 
assignment for Spanish-surnamed and other minority employees was 
similarly uneven. 
Since the city's fire department had been particularly criticized for its 
poor minority hiring pattern, its testing program was analyzed by 
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FEPC·s Technical Advisory Committee on Testing, which found that 
the written examination resulted in a much higher rejection rate for 
minority groups. about 87.5 percent, than for majority group job appli-
cants, 50 percent. 
At the conclusion of such investigations, the city government or other 
jurisdiction or company involved is provided with FEPC assistance in 
correcting the identified deficiencies. This is usually accomplished 
through a series of recommendations, included in the report prepared 
at the conclusion of the investigation. 
II. AFFIRMATIVE ACTION 
"Affirmative Action .. has become the general phrase used to describe 
a variety of activities directed toward increasing the utilization of mi-
norities and females at all job levels. FEPC•s affirmative action staff has 
three distinct but related functions : 
-Conducts large-scale, in-depth investigations in accordance with 
Section 1421 of the FEP Act. Such investigations are initiated by 
the Commission when it appears that unlawful employment prac-
tices may have been committed. . 
-Undertakes affirmative action surveys to evaluate an employers 
work force pattern and affirmative action program. Recommenda-
tions are made as to how identified deficiencies may be corrected. 
-Provides technical assistance to employers who need guidance in 
formulating their affirmative action programs and in designing pro-
cedures to implement their equal opportunity policies. 
To supplement these major functions, staff and Commissioners con-
tinually engage in a wide range of educational activities directed at all 
segments of the public-such as community groups, employees· organi-
zations, professional associations-and respond to individual requests 
for information. 
Because affirmative action programs seek to eradicate discrimination 
through broad institutional change, it is impossible to measure the re-
sults of those efforts in specific numbers. However, the kind of impact 
possible is indicated in the scope of the recommendations generally 
made in Section 1421 investigations and affirmative actions, for example: 
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-An affirmative action coordinator should be hired or designated for 
the purpose of developing and administering an acceptable affirma-
tive action program. This person should have knowledge of federal 
and state guidelines regarding such programs and be aware of, 
and compassionate toward, the minority community. 
-All written and oral examinations should be scrutinized to deter-
mine their relevancy, validity, and effect on minority and female 
applicants. The oral examination panels should henceforth contain 
representatives of the female and minority community. 
-Recruitment procedures should be expanded to actively recruit in 
the minority communities. Affirmative action files should be estab-
lished for female and minority candidates to facilitate contact as 
vacancies arise. 
-A review should be conducted of qualifications and abilities of pre-
sent minority and female employees to determine the possibility of 
upgrading and lateral movement into other job classifications com-
mensurate with the employees' abilities. Where there are existing 
barriers to promotion, the employee should be informed in writing 
as to what those barriers are and what corrective measures he or 
she needs to take to compete for future promotional opportunities. 
-Specific goals and timetables should be established to increase 
minority and female utilization. Every supervisor must share the 
responsibility for correcting identified deficiences. Special training 
should be provided for every level of management and supervision 
to equip them to meet the objective of the Affirmative Action Pro-
gram. 
Typically, these and similar recommendations are agreed to by em-
ployers. Such recommendations hold whether the employer is from the 
public section, such as a school district, a county department, a munici-
pal government; or from the private sector, such as a manufacturer, a 
bank, a chain of retail stores. In all instances, once an agreement is 
reached, there is periodic monitoring by FEPC staff to insure that the 
commitments are met, and to assist the employer through problem areas. 
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FAIR HOUSING PROGRAM 
Although considerable progress toward the goal of equal opportunity 
in housing has been achieved by FEPC since passage of the California 
Fair Housing Act in 1963, and through federal and local legislation, dis-
crimination against minority groups in search of housing is still preva-
lent, according to testimony presented to the Commission in February 
1971. 
The testimony was given at two public hearings held in conjunction 
with the Department of Housing and Urban Development to determine 
the current extent of housing discrimination. The panel of FEPC com-
missioners heard from experts in various fields of housing, including 
representatives of apartment owners, the real estate industry, human 
relations commissions, minority organizations and fair housing groups 
as well as FEPC and HUD personnel. 
Several witnesses provided statistics and personal accounts of . wide-
spread bias against minority home-seekers, others recommended new 
approaches, and cited the effect of housing discrimination, particularly 
in suburban areas, on equality in employment. 
Intake of housing discrimination complaints in this period did not 
show the marked increase of employment cases, although the total of 
Table 9 
SUMMARY OF HOUSING CASES FILED, 
CLOSED, AND IN PROCESS 
Fiscal year 
197Q-71 .... . ..... . ....... . 
1969-70 . . ......... . . .. ... . 
1968-69 .......... . . .. .... . 
1967-68 .... . . .... . ....... . 
1966-67 ................ . . . 
1965-66 ...... . .... . .... . . . 
1964-65 .............. . ... . 
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415 new cases in 1969-70 was the highest yet docketed since the fair 
housing law took effect in 1963. The average new case intake for the 
two years-395--was up nearly 14 percent from 1968-69, and more 
than double the figure of 188 in 1966-67. The average number of cases 
closed per year for this period was 352, as compared with 196 in 1967, 
an eighty percent increase. 
Total number of housing complaints filed between September 18, 
1963, and June 30, 1971, was 1970. Of these, 1701 were closed and 269 
were in the process of being resolved or dismissed. 
Table 10 
HOUSING CASES OPENED: 
ALLEGED BASIS OF DISCRIMINATION 
1969-70 cases 197Q-71 cases 
Alleged basis of discrimination Number Percent Number Percent 
-
Race or color . . ... .. . ... .. . ... ... . . . . 343 83 263 70 
Negro ..... .. . . . .... . ... . .... . . . .. 336 81 250 67 
Asian ........ . . .. ...... .. . .. . .. . . 2 • 5 1 
Caucasian . .. .. . . .... .. .. . .... . . . .. 2 • 7 2 
Other non-white ................... 3 1 1 • 
National origin or ancestry . ... .. . .... .. 14 3 26 7 
Spanish . . .. . .. . . ... . . ... . . . . . . . . . . 8 2 23 6 
American Indian ... .. . ... .. . . ... . .. 3 1 3 1 
Other ......... . . ...... . .......... 3 1 
Creed .. ... .. . . . . .. . ... ... · · ········ 1 • 9 2 
Jewish .... . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . ........ 1 . 9 2 
Other . . . . .. ... . ...... . .. ... ... .. . 
Opposition to discrimination; association 
with persons of another race; inter-racial 
couples . .. . . ..... . .. . . . . . ... . . .. .. 57 14 77 21 
---
Total. ... . .. . ...... . . .. ..... ... 415 100 375 100 
• Le11 than 1f.z of 1 pereent. 
NOTE: Detail percents may not add to totals becawe of rounding. 
As was true in previous years, most housing cases were filed because 
of discrimination based on race or color, but in the first half of this 
period, nearly 14 percent of the complainants charged that opposition 
to discrimination, association with persons of another race, or like fac-
tors was the reason for the unequal treatment they received. This per-
centage rose to 21 in 1971. While the number of Spanish-surname com-
plainants was still only four percent of the total, there were nearly as 
many of this group filing in this period as had filed in all previous 
years. 
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By far the greatest number of complaints was filed because of re-
fusal to rent a desired housing accommodation to the complainant, 
while eviction or threat of eviction was alleged in about 20 percent of 
the cases. All other discriminatory acts together accounted for roughly 
the same percentage. 
About half of all housing cases, both in these two years and in the 
past, were satisfactorily resolved and in about one-third of the com-
plaints a finding of no discrimination was made. In 1969-70, 205 out 
of 361 were satisfactorily settled without public hearing, and in 1970-71, 
143 out of 344. 
Table 11 
HOUSING CASES OPENED: 
ALLEGED DISCRIMINATORY ACT 
Number of cases 
Act 1969-70 
Ref usa I to show. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
Refusal to rent... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 275 
Refusal to sell . . . . .. . .. . . .. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Refusal to grant equal terms . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34 
Eviction or threatened eviction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72 
Other• . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ... . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. 8 
Total . . . .. .. . ... . ... . . . . . . .... .. . . . . . . . . . .. . 415 
• Loan withheld, aiding and abetting, etc. 
Table 12 
HOUSING CASES CLOSE 
TYPE OF DUSPOSITION 
1969-70 cases 1970- 71 cases 
Type of disposition Number Percent Number Percent 
- -
Complaint withdrawn . . . . .. . . . 29 8 25 7 
No jurisdiction . . ... . .. . . . . .. 5 1 8 2 
No discrimination found ... . . . . 116 32 158 46 
Satisfactory adjustment . . . . .... 205 57 143 42 
Settled through public hearing 6 2 10 3 
- - - --- --- ---
Total. .. . .... . .. . . . . .. . . 361 100 344 100 



















Apartment owners and managers were involved in four out of five 
cases filed, and in about the same proportion of those successfully 
closed. The next single largest category was that of real estate company 
and home owner, which amounted to only eight percent of cases filed. 
Table 13 
HOUSING CASES OPENED AND 
NUMBER CLOSED BY CORRECTIVE ACTION: 
TYPE OF RESPONDENT 
1969-70 cases 197o-71 cases 
Closed by Closed by 
corrective corrective 
Type of respondent Opened action Opened action 
Apartment owner . . .......... . . . ..... 199 107 186 74 
Apartment manager .................. 149 60 123 56 
Tract developer ...................... 9 8 4 1 
Trailer court owner ............ . ...... 10 1 5 2 
Real estate company and owner ........ 35 17 32 7 
Mortgage company ............ . ...... 2 3 2 1 
Individual home owner ................ 9 6 21 1 
Other• . ............................ 2 3 2 1 
---
Total. . ................ . . ....... 415 205 375 143 
• Public Housing Authority, sub-Iessor/ tenanL 
Table 14 
HOUSING CASES OPENED AND 
NUMBER CLOSED BY CORRECTIVE ACTION: 
OFFICE WHERE COMPLAINT WAS FILED 
1969-70 cases 197o-71 cases 
Closed by Closed by 
corrective corrective 
Opened action Opened action 
Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per-
Office location ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
San Francisco ... . .... 130 31 84 41 157 42 65 45 
Sacramento .......... 38 9 6 3 16 4 3 2 
Los Angeles ... . . ... 193 47 97 47 159 42 59 42 
San Diego ..... . .... 36 9 13 6 25 7 16 11 
Fresno .............. 18 4 5 3 18 5 
-- -- -- -- -- --
Total. .......... 415 100 205 100 375 100 143 100 
---
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The number of housing cases filed did not vary as widely between 
the Los Angeles and San Francisco offices as did employment cases, in 
spite of the population differential. The proportion of cases filed in each 
of the branch offices was about the same as for employment. 
As reflected in tables about the type of respondent and alleged dis-
criminatory act, apartments were most frequently the kind of housing 
Table 15 
HOUSING CASES OPENED AND 
NUMBER CLOSED BY CORRECTIVE ACTION: 
TYPE OF ACCOMMODATION 
Number of cases 
Closed by Closed by 
corrective 




Single Family non-tract home .......... . 
Apartment ......................... . 
Tract house ................... . ..... . 
10 1 
11 
Trailer space ........................ . 
Other• .............. . ............. . 
--
Total. ......................... . 415 205 
• Public Housing Authority, homesite. 
Table 16 
HOUSING CASES CLOSED 
















Number of cases 
Type of action 1969-70 
Offer to show. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 
Offer to rent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 07 
Offer to sell ............................ . .. ,..... 6 
Eviction rescinded.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 
Offer of next vacancy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Aiding and abetting practices corrected.............. 3 
Equal terms offered............. . ................. . . 
Monetary settlement.............................. 19 
Other..... . ........ . ........................... 11 













accommodation in dispute, accounting for more than 80 percent of the 
complaints fi led. Similarly, the corrective action most often agreed to 
was an offer to rent to the complainant; this action was taken in over 
half the cases satisfactorily settled. 
Housing Case Summaries 
A young man of Mexican American ancestry living in a Sacramento 
apartment received an eviction notice shortly after a Negro friend 
visited him and used the swimming pool on the property. The landlady 
had previously told the tenant not to have Negro visitors, and especially 
mentioned use of the pool facilities. No such restrictions were put on 
his Caucasian friends. A second eviction notice prompted a complaint 
to the FEPC. Through intervention and conciliation efforts of the 
FEPC consultant, the eviction notice was rescinded. The tenant's Negro 
friend resumed both his visits and occasional use of the pool with the 
landlady's knowledge, and no further difficulties were encountered. 
A complaint to FEPC about a rental agency alleged that the manage-
ment kept separate files for Negro housing applicants, asked the com-
plainant's wife about her race, and did not give the couple any proper 
rental referrals despite the fee paid in advance. During the course of 
FEPC investigation, it was revealed that in the assistant manager's 
files, one registration was listed as "selective". The agency manager, 
surprised to learn of this, immediately ordered his staff to cease such 
practices, to refuse any discriminatory orders, and to inform their clien-
tele that such orders are in violation of state and federal law. Addi-
tionally, he provided the complainant with some acceptable referrals at 
once. 
When a Negro applicant for an apartment in a 40-unit San Francisco 
building offered the manager a deposit on a vacant apartment, she 
refused it, requesting he return in a few days. When he did so, he was 
told the apartment had been rented. After he filed a charge of housing 
discrimination with FEPC, the consultant interviewed both the mana-
ger and another tenant. Investigation revealed that the subject unit had 
been rented to other tenants in the building, so that their previous 
apartment was now available. When the manager said she had already 
taken a deposit on that apartment, but was vague about details, she 
was advised not to rent it. The next day, when FEPC contacted the 
building owner, he agreed to rent to the complainant, who moved in 
the next day. 
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